
SPECKLED BAND STARTS ESSAY

Free Essay: Sherlock Holmes's The Speckled Band Sir Arthur Conan Doyle of â€œ The Speckled Bandâ€• according to
Tzventan Todorov starts with â€œEquilibrium.

Show More We have essays on the following topics that may be of interest to you. They are the detective, a
side kick, the suspect, and the victim It is quite apparent that Helen and her sister Julia, and even their
deceased mother, of course all being from India, were simply just another set of Indian animals which Dr. The
characters, especially Dr Grimesby Roylott, were interesting and aroused emotion towards them. In the
Speckled Band some of the words help to capture the mood like glancing, terrible and tragic. Since then he has
written many more. At a point in history where wealth, media and intelligence were becoming more and more
prominent in British society the mystery genre became as popular as today's soaps. The victim's friend or a
family member goes to a detective and tells them what they know about the murder and the suspects and
where they were, and what they were doing at that time. Like in mid-summer murders and Morse it needs to
include the following things, a good setting, there needs to be a good setting so that it sets up the whole of the
story, it needs to be somewhere quiet and peaceful. Conan Doyle uses many techniques to make this an
interesting and exciting story throughout. He could be the Lonely One on the break of his monthly sin or
maybe a passer by. The matter being that the young woman, Miss Helen Stoner, is fearful for her life, because
her sister, Miss Julia Stoner died in the usual circumstances such as she died two weeks before her wedding.
Name of book? Primarily, Sherlock Holmes had been hired to protect Helen Stoner; he had not been
deliberately attempting to kill Dr. Identify the theme of your book? It is a Black comedy and was very
macabre and startling for its time, and still is now, but it isn't seen as quite so shocking and politically
incorrect "Did they kill them both- mother and child? The story could be transferred into film, and it would be
very good, but it may be too short. There are both many similarities and difference between these two stories.
Now, on the other side of this narrow wing runs the corridor from which these three rooms open. There could
not have been more evidence within this text giving credit to the thesis stated in the opening paragraph of this
essay. The most obvious difference between the two stories is the way the story was set out He is a highly
respected detective, so why did he do that? It is a story that one could easily read from start to finish, as it
creates so much suspense, and the reader desperately wants to find out if and how the mystery was solved. Of
course there are times and places for such story writing, but it would not fit the mood for a Sherlock Holmes
story Tension and suspense are vital for a short crime story genre. This verbal agreement is quite chivalrous
indeed as no contracts are required between a gentleman and a lady. Doyle himself was not a good example of
rational personality: he believed in fairies and was interested in occultism. In a murder mystery, there is
usually a mystery, victim, villain, weapons, secrets, cliff-hanger endings and a detective. Arthur Conan Doyle
wrote the Sherlock Holmes stories in the late 's. The speckled band!. Holmes explains all of the clues, and how
he managed to deduce, from his visit to the rooms, an explanation. It was set in in a wealthy area of London.
Dr Roylott is a stereotype villain Watson: Is detective Sherlock Holmes partner. The first two pages of the text
essentially state how desperate and needy Helen Stoner is Doyle ; of course, Holmes is a well-known solver of
complex mysteries so to turn to him for help was the logical thing to do; however, it is made too seem that
without Holmes this woman is completely helpless.


